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Hello EAMC Members,  

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 

Here we are at December already and it’s hard to 

believe another year has gone by. We have had 

some great moments this year with a few 

milestones reached as well. 

Subscriptions for 2015 are now due. See the 

bottom of the left hand column on this page. 

What a great year we have all had and I must say a 

big thank you to all of our members for without you 

we would not have a club and I look forward to 

seeing you out and about in 2015. I must 

acknowledge the members of our club that put in a 

lot of effort to organise rides, produce our 

magazine, run our meetings, look after our finances 

and ensure that our club continues to grow and 

thrive. You guys know who you are and without 

your support we wouldn’t be the club that we are 

today.  

As a member of the EAMC it is up to you to ensure 

that you get out of the club what it is that you 

want. If you want more rides or different rides then 

let us know. We are always looking for new ideas 

and places to go. If you have a suggestion or a 

favourite ride, drop us an email or give us a call. 

If you want to organise a visit to your shed then we 

can do that as well.  All members can host a 

Committee Meeting. If you want to, then just drop 

Glen or me an email and we shall add you to the 

calendar. 

Whether you have been naughty or nice I hope that 

you find under the Xmas tree that part you have 

been looking for or the address of that barn find 

bike. 

On behalf of the EAMC Committee, we wish all 

members and their families a safe and enjoyable 

holiday period.  

Merry Christmas to all. 

Cheers  

Mike 

President EAMC 

earlyamericanmc@gmail.com 
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2014  ‘To Albany and 

beyond Tour’ Pt 2 
Text by Andrew with some input from Wayne 

 

Friday morning, the 14th of November there were 

some fuzzy heads amongst the gang. A few of us 

who were up, dressed and packed ready to go at 

5.30am, had been outside for a walk and decided to 

release the bikes from their overnight holding pen 

and line them up around the front ready for our 

departure and a perfect photo opp. In the alley 

beside the pub, big Paul had parked the backup 

tractor in front of the gate to the yard. We noticed a 

boot under the car and another several feet away in 

the garden, a result of Paul and Jimmy’s ‘ouzo’ 

session.  

 

       Early morning photo opportunity 

Back inside at about 6.00am, impressively, others 

began emerging out of their rooms along the halls 

and head for the ablution room for the morning 

freshen up. I think we all had bacon and eggs on the 

mind. We had convinced the publican in the bar the 

previous night that 8.00am was a good time to have 

breakfast (it was clear she was hoping we would say 

later). When we got down to the dining room for a 

coffee, they were in full production mode and I 

think we were all suitably impressed with the results 

as it was sensational. After a feed and a quick 

cleanup of our rooms, we loaded up the tractor 

then headed out front to take some pictures. To the 

occasional passerby, we must have looked like a 

bunch of Japanese tourists.  

So with our guts full of grease and the day 

promising rain again, we dragged out the wet 

weather gear and suited up for our departure to 

Albany via Borden and a tractor museum 15mins 

out of Albany. With everyone in good spirits after a 

hearty feast, the joking and laughter cranked up 

again. It seems the perfect cure for overindulgence 

is a huge greasy brekky with the promise of a bike 

ride. Three locals turned up out of nowhere to 

check out the bikes and when asked of the next 

available fuel, we were told “The BP in 

Gnowangerup, on ya left, ya can’t miss it mate!” So 

with some local advice and a crowd (now two 

people), we fired up the big V-twins satisfyingly one 

by one. We each made our little adjustments and 

tweaks to jackets, helmets, luggage and go-pro’s 

etc. Norm’s BMW had been getting progressively 

harder to start due to a well-used battery. So after 

the jump start from Paul’s Tractor, the BMW 

(service truck) was ready and it was time to set off. 

  

 

Some locals were impressed during their early 

morning walk. 

 

We left with a rumble of engines, gear changes and 

big smiles, but only made it about two kilometres 

down the road when Paul slowed rapidly and made 

a nerve racking dive for the curb much to Wayne’s 

surprise riding behind, (who was due to change his 

undies that week anyway). His Chief had lost spark. 

A quick look over revealed that one of the battery 

leads had broken off the terminal. We grabbed the 

electrical box from the trailer, fitted a new cable 

end and off we went again. Wayne was now 

cautiously leaving a bit more space between him 

and the rider in front. The next hour or so was 

uneventful with us burbling along enjoying the 

sounds and scenery, high fiving and waving at 

attractive cows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ride 

Report 
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                          Repairs in the mist and drizzle. 

 

Slowing down as we came into Gnowangerup, we all 

looked for the familiar green and white associated 

with BP. We rode right out the other side of town… 

and saw no BP! Had we missed it? We turned and 

headed back down the main street only to find we 

had inadvertently been so focused on “the BP ya 

can’t miss”, we had ridden past the Liberty servo 

(the only servo!). It was obvious what discussion 

followed as we laughed and filled the tanks.  

With the skies still looking black and threatening, 

most left the wets on and after some ablutions and 

some chit chat, we were back in the saddle heading 

out of town.  

We were now on a southerly heading. In amongst 

showers the sun peered through cloud keeping the 

temperature at a comfortable 23 degrees. We 

started to experience some undulation and bends in 

the road which was a welcome change from the flat 

open ground. Borden was the next town we came 

across. It was time for a coffee and freshen up and 

some tummies were rumbling also. We pulled off 

the highway and found a bakery. The bikes were on 

their stands and morning tea was on the table.  

 
 

 

 
   Jimmy in full “wets” with black beauty, his Cptn.   

   America lid and Roger enjoying a stretch. 

 

With the tractor museum our scheduled next stop, 

we suited up, kicked life into our dinosaurs and 

headed out onto the highway yet again now very 

satisfied to soak up some more blissful riding. 

Bakers Junction Roadhouse at King River (10 

minutes out of Albany) was where we needed to 

meet the gentleman who was going to take us 

through the private tractor museum. 
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Things were progressing just nicely as the dried up 

farm land gave way to the Stirling Range National 

Park. In the distance we could see the Porongurups 

rising up out of the picturesque landscape. The 

clouds hovered low around the peaks akin to a New 

Zealand travel scene. The bush thickened up and we 

were in awe of the wonderful scenery. 

 Just past the Mt Barker turn off, with the last 10 

kms providing some gentle hills to climb, the bikes 

were loading up to give a sweet sound from the 

exhausts. Unfortunately a strange noise could be 

heard from “Bonnie Blue”. The 48 Chief I was riding 

had a problem and not wanting to ruin it, I 

immediately pulled into a park bay to investigate. 

After a bit of roadside round table conferencing and 

poking and prodding, it was evident the rear head 

gasket was blown. We had a bit of discussion about 

doing the job on the spot but eventually decided it 

could wait until we had a camp and a cold beer in 

hand (sage advice always, particularly the beer). We 

quickly made space in the trailer, loaded her up and 

Andrew joined Paul in the Toyota for the 10km 

trailer ride to Albany. 

 
 

 
Jimmy holds “Bonnie blue” as the trailer gets 

prepped – and there she lies- locked and loaded. 

 

 
                          Paul was always ready to help. 

 

 

 
               Jim thanking Paul for his assistance. 

 

The Tractor museum was a surprise: a private 

collection of mainly Cat and International crawler 

tractors and Bulldozers, some from as far back as 

the 30’s. Most machines were all too familiar to us  

as these were the machines that shaped our roads, 

farms, mines and other construction works. There is 
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some fantastic history and dedication to the 

restoration and preservation of these machines and 

I guess it’s fair to say we could all associate with the 

passion required to undertake this type of job all be 

it on a much larger scale to our bikes. There were 

two sheds, one large one full of what looked like the 

completed restorations and the smaller shed which 

appeared to be the workshop and then out in the 

yard were many other machines in various states of 

disrepair. Either way, we enjoyed the opportunity to 

look around, climb over some pieces of history and 

appreciate the wonderful engineering of yesteryear. 

Thanks to Hamish for lining this up for us as it was a 

very welcome interlude during the tour. 

 

 
  The gang in front of a cable Cat D7 – along with a 

couple of other relics (does that include Bruce?) 

 

   

 
Red ones……. 

 

 

 
                           I couldn’t begin to explain… 

 

   

 
                                 …..and yellow ones. 

 

We finished up at the museum, fired up the bikes 

and headed in the direction of Albany with the rifle 

club on the other side of Frenchman’s Bay as our 

destination. I was keen to get a look at the ‘48 to 

find out why the head gasket had gone. Hamish 

equally had a desire to do the same as his small oil 

leak had since grown to a slight gush on his Chief. 

On arrival to the rifle club, we wasted no time in 

securing a location to set up camp and the “Diesel 

Force field workshop” was erected promptly with 

both Chiefs slotted in side by side. 

We were also joined at this point by Dean and his 

wife Sherrilyn, who had come down for the 
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weekend with the Chief in the trailer. Dean was on 

hand to offer further technical advice along with 

several hunting and fishing stories to entertain. 

With the beers in one hand and tools in the other, 

surgery began, with plenty of the expected rhetoric 

and humour to aid along the way.  

 
                              Mike’s pumped! 

Hamish’s oil leak woes would prove to be more 

complex than just a gasket. When the cam cover 

was removed he found lots of grey metal 

paste/particles which is associated with high wear 

and judging by the increasing rattles, we were 

leaning toward pistons and barrels. As for the 48, on 

removal of the rear cylinder head, all looked in 

order and then Wayne spotted that the end of the 

head blots had bottomed in their threads, meaning 

we had lost the squish on the gasket. Such a simple 

thing that we had not experienced ‘til now. 

This was the first Bonnie Chief engine through the 

shed and it appears that the heads are slightly 

thinner. At least we caught it quickly. So, with a new 

copper gasket courtesy of Rodger (thanks very much 

mate) and some team “pit stop” style mechanical 

skills, we had the lid back on, tanks back on, fuel 

and oil in and we fired the big girl up again at 8pm 

all ready for the next day.  

   

 
              Hamish mid surgery on the 47 Chief  

     

 

             Wayne being a wizard with the Chief. 

 

Day 4 Albany Street display and Poker Run. 

Saturday 15th November – After yet another 

tremendous night of jokes, laughter with the Jimmy 

and Paul show, which was only topped by Dean’s 

ability to sway without falling, we were again up 

and about early with a cooked breakfast in mind. 

After some rather important and some very urgent 

ablution requirements, we fired up the fleet and 

headed into Albany with two purposes; one being 

breakfast and the other to solve Norm’s starting 

issue which was a very flat battery on the BMW 

(service truck).  

Next to a Shell servo in Albany, we noticed a Battery 

World store and after a quick whip around along 

with a couple of larger personnel donations from 

Wayne and me, we purchased Norm a new “gel 

cell” battery. We all appreciate the ongoing help 

and roadside repairs that Norm willingly provides 

and he often has us in awe of his talent and 

knowledge. I think everyone in our club and many 

others have benefited from his help. Many thanks 

Norm for your assistance as it is really appreciated. 
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Off to the Dome. We lined the bikes up in the car 

park much to the pleasure of the locals. As we dined 

up on the verandah of what we discovered was the 

old Albany School (a very well restored historical 

building), many people took a look at the bikes. 

After brekky we got the bikes rolling again to head 

into town for the historic bike display. We would 

then be taking part in the poker run in and around 

the outer districts of Albany. Turning into the main 

street overlooking the harbour, there were already 

plenty of bikes and activities for onlookers to enjoy. 

We lined up all the American bikes and headed off 

for more coffee. By this point also, we established 

that the head gasket repair on “Bonnie Blue” and 

the oil leak repair on Hamish’s 47 had been very 

successful. However Hamish’s bike was getting 

noisier.   

 

    
 

 
The “EAMC Lineup” – very impressive gents… good 

effort! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                       Waiting….waiting….waiting…. 

 

 

 
Hmm…I think I’ll have that one……. 
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                     A gorgeous Henderson 4  

 

 
        Rediscovering the lost art of conversation 

 

Another angle including Stefan and Bruce’s late 

model Harleys. 

 

 
               There were plenty of admirers 

 

After what seemed like an eternity of standing, 

looking, coffee sipping, looking, standing… we got 

the call to ready ourselves for departure as the 

poker run was about to get underway (Yay!). The 

poker run entails following a predetermined route 

with check points. At each check point riders select 

a card which is recorded. At the completion of the 

course the rider with the best “hand” wins. It was 

warming up and I think we weren’t the only ones 

looking forward to getting the wind in our hair and 

bugs on our teeth.  

The run headed out around the base of Mount 

Clarence where the hill climb would be held the 

following day. It is a million dollar view looking out 

to King George V Sound where the troop ships 

congregated before departure to Egypt in 1915.  

Looking for our first check point, we headed toward 

the north east with more spectacular country side, a 

couple of wrong turns, then we were back on track 

and at the first check point. Off again with Glen 

doing a superb job leading, we travelled further out 

into the farming region, lush green country side and 

rolling hills, which is a far cry from where we had 

journeyed the previous few days. Before long, we 

came across another check point at Bakers Junction 

Roadhouse, King River,  which offered a great 

opportunity for some fuel (for those who needed it) 

and more importantly some food and a drink. 

We rested on the grass waiting our turn to head off 

again. We watch in utter amazement as a group of 

morons on modern Harleys, continued to terrorise 

other riders and the general public by recklessly 

pulling out into traffic and making as much noise 

and spectacle that they could. 

 

 
                       Rest stop….it was a tad warm 
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The gang at Bakers Junction Roadhouse King River 

 

During the previous stretch of the route, several of 

them were overtaking on double white lines, on 

blind corners and into oncoming traffic… some of us 

saw one run off into the dirt as he over committed 

himself to a corner after overtaking several slower 

bikes… complete selfish MORONS! 

Off again and this time we headed out west from 

Albany, again through some magnificent rolling hills 

and farmland. At this point, Hamish, having decided 

that the Chief was not sounding the best, decided to 

head back to camp and park it up. With Glen in the 

lead we kicked back for the ride, the old v-twins 

loving the mild temperatures, continued to eat up 

the miles. In and out of little towns, more twists and 

turns, some more check points and before we knew 

it we were heading in the back way towards camp.  

The second last check point was out at the wind 

farm and as we approached the last couple of hills 

these great big wind turbines could be seen 

towering above the landscape. With their blades 

slowly turning in the breeze, it seemed as if they 

were in slow motion; quite an impressive site.  

Our cards having been selected, we weaved our way 

back out to the main road and then into camp 

where we passed through the last check point. We 

all made it back unscathed with no breakdowns. 

Glen did a tremendous job leading the way apart 

from a certain gravel track he wanted to explore… 

on his own! Thank very much for your efforts Glen.  

As we all enjoyed our cleansing ales, the stories 

came out, followed by the usual rhetoric and before 

too long Jimmy and Paul were firing on all cylinders, 

providing the gathering with plenty of 

entertainment … we love you boys. By this stage of 

our tour, Jimmy and Paul had the whole group 

talking some form of “Mediterranean” tongue along 

with a hand gesture that took some explaining, 

perhaps you may like to ask one of them next time 

you see them…but then “ What you can do?” 

 

 

 

 

                                       Back at camp 

Most players headed into town for a meal at a steak 

house and some stayed at the rifle club for a 

smorgasbord. The caretaker did his usual thing of 

dressing up in a U.S. civil war artilleryman’s uniform 

and letting off his black powder miniature cannon. If 

a little one like that makes so much noise I can only 

imagine the sound a full size one would make. 

Wayne crawled into bed at 7.30pm. We were not 

really surprised as it is common practice. He kept 

going on about being cold and needing his blankie 

and was going to continue conversation, only from 

his swag… with the cover over his head! It was clear 

after a few more folk disappeared into the darkness 

that three days of riding and a couple of late nights 

were taking its toll. Relieved that it wasn’t old age at 

all and there was indeed a very good excuse, I called 

it a night as well, knowing full well we would be up 

at sparrow fart as per usual for another action 

packed chapter of our adventure. 

The next day was the hill climb and after some 

discussion amongst the gang, it was decided not to 

spend the 3rd night in Albany. There was an 

eagerness to ride out Sunday arvo after we had 

been up the hill for a little look. I decided that 

Denmark was a very worthy camping spot and after 

further chats, all agreed…  

The next installment is day 5 & 6 – Albany to 

Denmark to Qunninup… see you then. 

Andrew. 
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Committee 

Meeting          

Minutes 
Meeting held on 9 December 2014 

 

Venue: Matthew’s place 

Meeting opened 7.07pm 

Attendees:  Mike, Glen, Andrew, Jeremy, Brian, 

Stefan, Matthew, Greg, Chris 

Apologies: Wayne, Barry, Jim, Shane. 

Minutes of previous meeting: Minutes of 

November meeting read. 

Moved Mike, Seconded  Andrew. Passed. 

Business arising from the minutes.   

The banner from Penrite has arrived. Two for the 

books donated by Rod are out on loan. Mike has 

followed up on club shirts. 

 

Correspondence In: 

Membership application form from Bruce Johnson; 

Bank Statement for November $2796.61; Arthur J. 

Gallagher has taken over insurance from OAMP; 

advertisement for club number plate frames; email 

from Rob Veitch. 

Correspondence out:   

Membership welcome letter to Bruce Johnson; 

registration form for Whiteman Park; first time 

registration letters for Stuart and Kurt.  Moved 

Andrew, seconded Mike that the correspondence 

be received. Passed. 

Business arising from the correspondence.  Rob’s 

letter referred to general business. 

Treasurer’s Report:     

$2796.61 CR. To date 30 members have paid 2015 

fees. There are about another 30 members still to 

pay.  

 

Business arising from the Treasurer’s report:  

A reminder that if fees are not received by the end 

of the year then you are unfinancial and are not 

eligible for concessional licensing. Use electronic 
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transfer please. Moved Stefan, seconded Matthew 

that the Treasurer’s report be received. Passed. 

Safety Officer’s Report: see elsewhere in magazine.  

Ride Coordinator’s Report:  

The ride down south was a great success. Many 

thanks go to all who have contributed this year in 

any way. Other dates were discussed. See the 

calendar of events. 

General Business 

We are considering buying some embroidered polo 

neck shirts. If you are interested in purchasing one 

then please advise Glen so we can gauge numbers 

to order. 

Some general discussion concerning holding 

another movie night. 

General discussion regarding Rob’s email which 

concerned membership fees. Resolved that fees will 

be left at $35 until the AGM whereby this issue will 

be discussed. Insurance is over $800 annually. 

However Mike moved the motion that “Ride fees 

will be waived as of now”. Moved Mike, seconded 

Stefan. Passed. 

Please note: all club members are invited to attend 

Committee meetings. 

Meeting closed at 7.56 pm 

Next meeting:   Wayne’s place 6200 Stoneville Road 

Stoneville, +61892956695 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Membership are now due                 

                                  $35 

If your fees are not received by 

the end of the year then you are 

unfinancial and are no longer 

eligible for concessional 

licensing. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
                       

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to the final Saddle up for 2014, a year full 

of adventure and excitement, not to mention a little 

bit of riding too… 

In amongst the regular monthly rides, there were 

some great coffee runs, some awesome adventures 

and regular outings. The 2014 Bunbury Two Day was 

well attended by the club and enjoyed by all. 

Whiteman Park also saw a good club representation 

and turned into a great day despite a little rain. 

Speaking of rain, some rides were too wet which 

effected attendance, like the Arthur Grady run and 

the deluge which washed out Chris’ run.  

Nonetheless some braved it to represent the EAMC 

on these runs. Then there was the Distinguished 

Gents ride (DGR) which was a fantastic opportunity 

for some of us to dress up, ride for a charitable 

cause and again, have a heap of fun. 

The highlight this year for me was the Albany ride. 

Although I found it hard to be away from my 

gorgeous girls, I made the most of the time on the 

bike with a great group of individuals. Our final club 

ride for the year was the same; a great bunch of 

people doing what we love. Our Christmas Run took 

in a visit to the new biker café in North Perth, 

Spadille, which we all loved, then off along the river 

through Nedlands and Dalkeith. We then rolled 

onto the coast at Cottesloe and along to Freo for a 

quick stretch before heading up Canning Highway to 

meet our families at Garvey Park in Redcliffe. Thank 

you all to who attended and a massive thanks to the 

wives and families for coming along also and 

supporting their husbands. 

It’s clear we are a group of passionate enthusiasts, 

who all share a common thing being the love of old 

American bikes and riding. The bonus is that out of 

that some great friendships have been forged across 

all ages. We must remember this and strive to 

maintain it into the future for the EAMC to continue 

to grow. 

On a parting note, thank you to each and every one 

for your ongoing support with a special thanks to 

those who contribute to putting rides  together and 
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everyone who attends the events. But the most 

important people to thank are our families, our 

wives particularly, for putting up with our undying 

passion for motorbikes and the EAMC…  

It’s a fact that time passes quickly and with that in 

mind we must ensure that time spent with loved 

ones, family and friends is viewed as priority. My 

message is simple, value your family and friends, 

make sure you tell them regularly how important 

they are to you and use the festive season to reflect 

on the good times. Thank you all and have a very 

Merry Christmas a Happy New Year and stay safe. I 

look forward to catching up again in 2015... 

REMEMBER - Keep up the maintenance, ride safe 

and stay upright…  

Andrew 

                                              

Ride Report 

Christmas 

                                Run 
It was a great day for a ride; one of the sunny 

relatively cool days we occasionally get at this time 

of the year. We also had a good showing of 

members, Andrew on his trusty Scout, Tolj on 

Chris’s 32 Chief, Glen on his U, The Hamiltons on 

their Ultra, Tim on the J, Chris on the scruffy blue 48 

Chief, Rob on his very nice and newly restored 

Knuckle bobber, Wayne on Bonny Blue (48 Chief) 

and Paul on old yella (aka the big banana, aka the 

bobbed Pan). 

Andrew had put his usual enormous effort into 

working out the route (I’m being facetious as I think 

he winged most of it), and in usual form came up 

with a great ride. The Tolj also threw in his two 

cents worth on occasion and took us on a couple of 

interesting detours. 

Start time was 8.30 down at the Puma Garage on 

Guildford Rd so Andrew and I made a start at about 

7.30 from his place so we could get there early and 

have an iced coffee and fuel up. It seems everyone 

had the same plan because when we arrived half of 

the crew where already there. We all stood around 

chatting for a while waiting for a few stragglers and 

then hit the road. 

Our first planned stop was a place called Spadilli’s 

garage in West Perth, which meant we had to run 

through the tunnel (damn). So with Andrew out the 

front we headed down Guildford road and on to 

Graham Farmer freeway. We had a short stop on 

the on-ramp and waited for Paul. No he wasn’t 

broken down, he had just finished some fixins on 

the banana and was running a little late (I think he 

was having dramas with parts falling off again). 

A nice sedate ride through the tunnel (yeh right) so 

as not to make too much noise, a small loop 

through the outskirts of Northbridge and we pulled 

into Spadilli’s. This little garage is definitely worth a 

look. It’s one of the old warehouse buildings strung 

along the outskirts of Perth, probably about 1940’s 

vintage (very chic). They have a cafe with very nice 

coffee and out the back they build bobbers and cafe 

racers out of anything they can find: mainly old 

Hondas and such from what I can gather; very cool. 

A couple of groups came and went while we were 

there. There was half a dozen guys on monkey bikes 

(Honda Z50’s) that were out for a ride (yep they 

were rego’d), a few guys on jap bikes cruised in, and 

some new Harleys just as we were leaving. 

From there we headed for the beach, Stirling 

Highway and down past the OBH and along the 

foreshore to Freo - very nice riding along the coast 

with occasional cool ocean breezes and distracting 

scenery- love it. We did the mandatory bog lap 

through Freo and headed for Garvey Park. 

This leg was good fun but a little tedious. By midday 

the traffic was pretty heavy, so we were stop 

starting and second gear most of the way to 

Redcliffe. Slow traffic and moron drivers are to be 

expected I suppose when we ride around the city. 

By the time we arrived at Garvey Park my girls and 

the Scudds clan were already set up. Graham 

Hammond was also there on his FXR Shovel, Aud 

and Geo and Tim’s families arrived soon afterwards  

and we all sat down to a feed and chin wag. 

So a nice casual half day ride in the sunshine, good 

food, with all of our favourite people: it doesn’t get 

any better, and if you missed it then it’s your own 

fault. 

Wayne #2 DAM 
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                   How many were there Greg? 

 

                   Spadille Café North Perth 

 

           Swan River foreshore at East Fremantle. 

 

     Garvey Park on the banks of the Swan River. 

 

                Family and friends enjoy a picnic. 

 

 

 

 

Ride  

Calendar 

January 18th Wayne’s Breakfast Run – Meet at 

Caltex Midvale 7.30 sharp to avoid the heat. Will be 

finished by midday.  Wayne 0438 977 741 

February 21st & 22nd Inspection/Maintenance Day 

Wayne is offering the annual bike inspection to 

include minor mechanical work/supervision. Open 

shed. Welcome to stay the night in the swag. From 

10am Sat to 10am Sun. Wayne 0438 977 741 

March 7th and 8th Bunbury 2 Day – Same format as 

the past years. Will be a convoy heading down on 

Friday 6th to reserve the digs and set up camp. 

Leaving metro area 9am. Heaps of fun, laughter and 

probably some riding… Registration forms are now 

available from the Bunbury Indian Harley website. 

Wayne 0438 977 741 

April 12th Stefan’s “Adjust the Walves” Run – Meet 

time and place TBA… 

May 3rd Whitman Park Classic Car Show – more 

details TBA… 

Other Events February 28th Hot Summer Nights- 

Lilac Hill Park. 
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Q and A #31 

Engine Stains 

and Power  

   Problems. 
This is the Q&A section with ramblings from our 

resident dumb ass mechanic. All answers should be 

taken on board at your discretion. 

 

Q: Hey Wog, how do I get the fuel stains off my 

engine cases? 
 

A: Fuel stains are a pain to get off. If it’s only light 

staining that hasn’t been there long then Lectra 

clean, or a similar pressure pack parts cleaner will 

do a fairly good job but keep it away from paint. 

(Tar and Bug cleaner is good too and it won’t harm 

paint Ed.) After you clean it spray a little Inox over 

the cases as this protects the metal and will help 

when you clean it next time. Long term heavy stains 

may come off with a quality degreaser. You will 

need to let it soak for a while to get the best effect 

then wash off with a pressure cleaner  but again 

keep the water away from the pushrod covers and 

distributor. For some that have been stained for 

years I’ve had to use Aliclean to clean the cases. This 

stuff is an acid so if you are contemplating using it 

be careful as it’s very savage. So keep away from 

paint and have a hose handy. 

 

Q: The old scout is down on power. I’ve just rebuilt 

the carb and done plugs and points but after all that 

work she runs worse. Did I do something wrong? 
 

A: Re check the points gap. It should be set on the 

top of the cam (maximum open) and you should 

have a light drag on the feeler gauges when they 

are set right. If it’s just down on power then the 

inlet manifold may be loose or the carby to 

manifold gasket is dodgy. If you’ve disturbed the 

manifold then go back and check that the nuts 

where it enters the cylinder are tight, same for the 

carby screws. If you are drawing air in between the 

carb and cylinder she will be running lean. The carb 

to manifold gasket must be a thick one. If you have 

a thin home made one then replace that as well as 

any distortion of the carb body or manifold will 

allow an intake leak with a thin gasket. Last thought 

would be to check float level. It must be set 

correctly or it will affect the whole rpm range of 

your engine. Your service manual has a procedure 

for this or check “tech tips” carby rebuild). 

Keep the maintenance up, the rubber side down 

and ride safely 

Regards  

Wayne Elezovich  D.A.M. (dumb ass mechanic) 

President #2  
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